
Bridge course pre-test  

Class:6                                     Sub.: English                                          Marks: 20  

Name of the student:________________________________________________ 

 

 

Q.1 Match the pairs antonyms.      2 Marks 

S.
No 

Group A Group B Match the pairs 

1 Happy Short  
2 Clean Broad  
3 Narrow Dirty  
4 Tall Sad  

 

Q.2  Chose the correct synonyms of the given words.             2 Marks 

1. Cry     :  Speck, tell, weep 
Ans : __________________ 
 

2. Bold  :  Scary, brave,  calm 
Ans : __________________ 
 

3. Angry  :   annoyed, happy, sad 
Ans : __________________ 
 

4. Shut   :  close , open , move 
Ans : __________________ 
 

Q.3 Use the given words to complete the sentence.         2 Marks 

(milk, tiger,pen, kitchen ) 

 

1) My mother cooks in the --------------------. 

2) I write with my ------------------. 

3) ------------------ is our national animal. 



4) We must drink ----------------to be strong. 

Q.4   Write the answer in complete sentence.          5 Marks  

1) Who teaches you English subject? 

Ans :____________________________________________________ 

2) How many Friends do you have? 

Ans  :____________________________________________________ 

3) What is the colour of parrot? 

Ans :_____________________________________________________ 

4) Where do you live? 

Ans  : ____________________________________________________ 

5) What is your school name? 

Ans : _____________________________________________________  

   

Q.5   Write the rhyming words for.       2 Marks 

1. monkey _______________ 
2. way  _______________ 
3. see  _______________ 
4. goat  _______________ 

 

Q.6  Write the Following numbers in Figures.    2 Marks 

1. Forty four – ________________________ 

2. Thirty nine – ________________________  

3. Eighty five – ________________________ 



4. Hundred –  ________________________ 

Q.7 Write a story on given points.      5 Marks  

The Clever Wolf 

-The clever wolf told the goat that he was drinking the sweet water  

there. 

-The silly goat was left in the well. 

-The goat was silly 

-The clever wolf jumped on the goat back and got out of the well. 

-Goat wanted to know what the wolf was doing in the well. 

-A goat saw the wolf in the well 

-Goat jumped into the well. 

-He asked the goat to come down to drink some water. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


